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Introduction
 Welcome to the universe of Relic Worlds.  Humanity 
has thrust itself into the cosmos and settled on distant worlds, 
but they have not encountered any alien civilizations.  Instead 
they have only found the ruined remains of their once glorious 
cities, and the shattered pieces of their ancient relics.
 Various kinds of people seek these ancient treasures 
for very different reasons.  Some seek them for understanding, 
others for riches, and others wish to use them as weapons 
against their enemies.  These factions collide within the 
boundaries of those ruins; all of them trying to claim as many 
treasures as they can while they accomplish their own goals.
 In Relic Worlds Expeditions, players choose one 
of these factions, then compete with each other, or work 
cooperatively to locate treasures and accomplish their faction’s 
goals.  They start by getting the rulebook, then they get the 
faction book of the group they wish to play.  The players then 
choose units from their faction books to be part of their team.
 To play Relic Worlds Expeditions, you will need a copy 
of the core rulebook, which can be found at Drivethru and 
Amazon, but can also be found at the series website:

www.relicworlds.com

 This booklet introduces you to the DARK AGENTS, 
a faction that is covering up the existance of former alien 
civilizations. Fanatical and subversive, their cult seeks out 
relics to destroy them, and to kill all witnesses.
 Their greatest strength is their morale, and they are best 
at spreading fear.  Their cultists aren’t great fighters, but they’re 
good at scaring their opponents into staying away without 
having to fight it out.
 Their goals are also the easiest. They get a lot of points 
by just destroying relics so they don’t have to hold onto them 
until the end of the game. 5



Corporate Spies
 Living in the shadows and working for the highest 
bidder, corporate spies use cunning and wit to focus their 
attention on their target.  They are experts at getting in, 
accomplishing the mission, and getting out, hopefully with as 
little notice on them as possible.

Motivation: Corporate spies are given missions.  They can do 
each once and they get 5 points per mission accomplished. In 
each case, they must be within range 1 (6”) of an enemy unit 
and do nothing that turn but roll the appropriate skill. The unit 
that accomplished the mission must then survive to the end of 
the game to get the points. The missions & skills are:
Recon: Knowledge / Confiscate: Agility / Assassination: Shooting

Units
Heroes:   Minions:
 Little Jack   Commandoes
 Jude    Spy drones
 Ferdo    
 Carres   Extras
 Super spy   Sabotage
     Gadgets
Minor heroes:    Cybernetics
 Spy    Mole
  
Major Minions:  Allies: 
 Support staff   Corporate Army
 Commando commander Mercenaries
      Thugs
     Treasure Hunters6





Little Jack (Major Hero)

Strength: 4   Shooting: 8
Agility: 6   Melee: 6
Knowledge: 8   Endurance: 4
Initiative: 3   Morale: 5
Evade: 4   Luck: 2

Special:
Short: -1 to being hit.

Defl ect shot: When fi red upon, or any friendly stand within 
2” is fi red upon, before determining results, he may allocate 
a number of shots from his weapon to defl ect. (If he’s already 
had a turn, it can only be shots he didn’t take.) He rolls to hit 
at short range with a -1. Each success takes 1 away from the 
fi ring unit’s number of shots.

Two Gun: Can fi re 2weapons each turn.

Weapon  Range  RoF Damage 
Hugin & Munin Short  * *
Special: Each turn the player chooses one of the following 
states for each of 2 guns and follows the instructions of it:
1 - Rapid fi re: Rof = 3 / Damage = 1d6
2 - Explosive: Rof = 1 / Small template with damage = 2d6 / 
Ignore 2 armor
3 - Standard shot: Rof = 2 / Damage = 2d6+2
4 - Cutter: Rof = 1 / Damage = 1d6 (Ignore 5 armor) (Destroys 
1” of cover)

Wounds
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Jude (Major Hero)

Strength: 5   Shooting: 9
Agility: 8   Melee: 8
Knowledge: 4   Endurance: 5
Initiative: 3   Morale: 4
Evade: 5   Luck: 3

Special:
Advanced defl ect shot: When fi red upon, or any friendly stand 
within 2” is fi red upon, after determining the number of hits, 
she may allocate a number of shots from her weapon to defl ect. 
(If she’s already had a turn, it can only be shots she didn’t 
take.) She rolls to hit at short range with a -2. Each success 
takes 1 away from the total number of hits.

Bionic legs: Run actions roll 2d6 and can move in any direction 
and over gaps.

Bionic eyes: Ignore the fi rst -1 from seeing or shooting at 
anything or anyone each turn.

Weapon Range  RoF Damage
Laser pistol Short  2 2d6

Wounds
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Ferdo (Hero)

Strength: 5   Shooting: 7  Luck: 2
Agility: 4   Melee: 7
Knowledge: 3   Endurance: 6
Initiative: 2   Morale: 5
Evade: 3   Luck: 2

Special:
Daring raid: Ferdo can use a point of luck to reveal a discovery 
that he is within range 1 (6”) of.

Swift  escape: Ferdo may take his turn at the beginning of 
anyone else’s turn before his own.  Th is turn can only involve a 
move and a run action, and must be used to escape from sight 
from all enemies.  He then misses his own turn.

Insanity Twins: When within 2” of Carres and in sight of an 
enemy unit, may sacrifi ce both actions for both fi gures to add 
a point of luck.  (If Carres is not in this game, may do this once 
alone.)

Ace up his ...: Ferdo may spend a luck to automatically have a 
total initiative roll of 10.  (Th is can be aft er everyone has rolled.)

Weapon Range  Damage RoF
Laser pistol Short  2d6  1

Wounds
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Carres (Hero)

Strength: 4   Shooting: 5
Agility: 5   Melee: 6
Knowledge: 6   Endurance: 4
Initiative: 2   Morale: 5
Evade: 4

Special:
Insanity Twins: When within 2” of Ferdo and in sight of an 
enemy unit, may sacrifi ce both actions for both fi gures to add 1 
to luck.  (If Ferdo is not in this game, may do this once alone.)

Master of disguise: May begin the game in any deployment 
zone.  If she starts in an enemy deployment zone, that enemy 
cannot attack her until she fi ghts or interracts with her own 
faction.

Hacker: Each turn, if she does not move or take any action, she 
may roll her knowledge.  If she succeeds, she may choose 1 of 
the following: Look at a discovery or possession an opponent is 
holding, Take control of a robotic unit’s movement for one turn, 
Have a friendly unit that hasn’t activated yet take its turn, Gain 
1 luck.

Teamwork: Can pass 1 point of luck off  each turn to a hero 
within 2” as an action.

Weapon Range  Damage RoF
Laser pistol Short  2d6  1

Wounds
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Super Spy (Hero)

Strength: 6   Shooting: 7  Luck: 3
Agility: 7   Melee: 6
Knowledge: 6   Endurance: 5
Initiative: 3   Morale: 5
Evade: 5   Luck: 3

Special:
Hidden: When in cover, can take an action and spend a point 
of luck to hide.  Until this spy moves or attacks, it cannot be 
targeted by anything beyond range 1 (6”).

Secret Weapon: Draw a trap card during setup.  Th is is used as a 
weapon using the cone template from the super spy when fi red.

Recon: When within 12” & in sight of an enemy, may roll 
knowledge. If successful, may look at 1 mundane item or relic.

Confi scate: When within 2” of an enemy unit, may roll agility. 
If successful, may take 1 mundane item or relic of your choice.

Weapon Range  RoF Damage
Laser pistol Short  1 2d6

Wounds
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Spies (Minor heroes)

Strength: 6   Shooting: 6
Agility: 6   Melee: 6
Knowledge: 6   Endurance: 6
Initiative: 2   Morale: 4
Evade: 3   Luck: 3

Special:
Take initiative: When an opponent’s unit takes a turn, the spies 
can spend a luck point to take their turn instead. When they are 
done, the unit that had been chosen takes its turn.

Exploit weakness: Can use luck points to add +1d8 damage, 
ignoring 1 point of armor.

Weapon Range  RoF Damage
Laser pistol Short  1 2d6
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Support Staff (Major minions)

Strength: 4   Shooting: 4
Agility: 4   Melee: 4
Knowledge: 8   Endurance: 5
Initiative: 2   Morale: 4
Evade: 2

Special:

Gadgeteers: Whenever a unit that support staff  is in has a 
mundane item or a relic, it can remove that item and replace 
it with a bomb.  Th e bomb can be left  as a trap, or thrown up 
to range 1 (6”), (see “Area Eff ect” in the core rules.)  It creates 
a medium template that does 4d6 damage to all within it, and 
ignores 2 points of armor.

Analysis: Support staff  who end the game with relics get 1 
bonus point at the end of the game for each relic they have that 
does not have a listed value of its own, (beyond the usual points 
for getting a relic.)
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Commando Commander (Major minions)

Strength: 6   Shooting: 6
Agility: 6   Melee: 8
Knowledge: 6   Endurance: 5
Initiative: 2   Morale: 6
Evade: 4

Special:
Shoot & Scoot: Aft er the unit the commanders are with fi res, 
the unit can move 1d3”.

Ambush tactics: When the unit with a commando commander 
moves into melee directly from cover, the unit it is attacking 
gets -1 melee for the fi rst round of combat.

Weapon Range  RoF  Damage
Laser carbine Medium 2d8  2d8
Explosives* -  3d6 (AP2) -
 *Once during the game, as an action, each commander 
can place a marker down that represents a bomb.  At any time 
aft er that, this player can set off  the explosive for a medium 
template centered on the marker which does 3d6 damage. to all 
within it and ignores 1 point of armor.
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Commandoes (Minions)

Strength: 6   Shooting: 6
Agility: 6   Melee: 6
Knowledge: 4   Endurance: 6
Initiative: 2   Morale: 6
Evade: 3

Special:
Hidden movement: When not in view of an enemy unit, may 
move up to range 1 (6”) as long as the entire movement is out of 
view of the enemy.  It may then take its turn as normal.

Weapon Range  RoF Damage
Laser carbine Medium 2 2d6
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Recon Drones (Minor Minions)

Strength: 2   Shooting: 4
Agility: 9   Melee: 2
Knowledge: 5   Endurance: 2
Initiative: 3   Morale: -
Evade: 5

Special:
Flying: Not slowed by terrain. Cannot be attacked in melee.

No morale: Does not take fear markers.

Cannot carry & does not trigger: Recon drones cannot carry 
anything, including discoveries, and they do not trigger 
discoveries.

Gather intel (Action): When within 1” of a discovery or 6” of 
an enemy unit, you may remove any number of drones to roll 
their knowledge.  If you succeed, you may secretly look at the 
discovery, or the enemy unit is +1 to being hit by any spy unit 
this turn.
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Extras
Each item listed below costs 1 point to purchase.  They are not 
represented by figures, but are used as described.

Gadgets: For each point you spend on a gadget, roll below and 
place that gadget into a unit.
 1 - Jet pack: Each model in the unit gets a jet pack.
 2 - Obscuring array:  Unit is -2 to hit.
 3 - Enhancement goggles: +2 to hit with ranged weapons 
and to identify relics.
 4 - Trap detector: If the unit locates a trap, they can place 
it back down without revealing it.

Cybernetics: For each point you spend on cybernetics, roll 
below and assign it to one hero.
 1 - Body part (choose 1): Eyes: +2 to hit, Arms: +2 to 
strength, Legs: 2d6 running, Body: Armor=4.
 2 - Finger capsules: Can create large template smoke 
screen (-2 to hit) centered on the bearer as an action.
 3 - Mental link: One other unit can take its turn when 
this one does.
 4 - Adrenaline rush: For 1 turn, +2 to all strength rolls, 
+2 endurance, +d6 damage in melee, Run=d10.

Mole: Once during the game, at the moment an enemy unit is 
activated, you can declare the mole in that unit. 1 piece from 
that unit is eliminated, but does not count for points as killed. 
The unit is inactive this turn. (Cannot be major hero.)

Sabotage: Once during the game, when an opponent takes 
an action, you can declare sabotage. Any equipment that unit 
started the game with ceases to work for the rest of the game. 
If the unit is made up of machines, they each roll d8. On a 4 or 
better they take a wound.


